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1 Motivation

A map is usually thought of as a tool (describing a part of the world) for the user,
but when a map is poorly designed instead of a tool it becomes an obstacle for
the user [1]. A common error when designing maps is the amount of information
shown. In a map, inefficiency in information communication is proportional to
the amount of irrelevant information according to a user query [2]. When a user
asks for specific data in the spatial information context, it is common to find
information overload [3], that is, the user gets a very difficult to read map, with
much useless data; a map content must be appropriate for the map scale and
purpose.

A user also has to look at a map time enough for him to discern the infor-
mation within the map [4]. This observation time varies depending on the user’s
familiarity and experience with maps, knowledge on the map’s theme and its
ability to discern visual signs on the map [1]. So, it is assumed that the better
the map design is, the easier it’ll be to read it.

Thereby, the motivation for this work is to create personalized maps contain-
ing familiar information (well-known places) to the user in order to improve the
map readability. The generalized maps (less detailed maps) will be derived from
highly detailed maps, thus leading to a spatial generalization problem. As study
case, we will work with Points Of Interest (POI) from Mexico City

2 Previous works in the area

In Geographic Information Systems (GIS), the term generalization is used to
describe a process in which a less detailed map is derived from a highly detailed
one [5]. It is used to correctly pick information from a highly detailed source,
avoiding most of all information overload [6]. The generalization process deals
with the selection of objects and their adjustment for the less detailed map.
In generalization it is vital to reduce detail [7], keeping only the most evident,
meaningful attributes according to the map’s scale and purpose [5]. Of course,
if the map size decreases then the number of objects in the map most also
decrease, otherwise the map would be cluttered [8]. Thus, generalization can be
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understood as a competition for space [9], where depending on scale, one must
choose which objects to retain.

Usually, generalization algorithms are classified according to the type of ge-
ometry for which they have been designed (i.e., points, lines and polygons) [6].
This work focuses on POI’s, so generalization for lines and areas remain out of
the scope of this work. We split the generalization in different tasks (or gen-
eralization operations): selection, simplification and aggregation (or clustering)
[11].

– Selection: The basic idea is that less important features should be omitted.
All points preserved by these algorithms remain in their original positions
[10].

– Simplification: These algorithms also choose points that remain in their orig-
inal position, however the simplification is governed by geometric properties
such as proximity, density, Voronoi neighbors or distribution.

– Aggregation: These algorithms aim to minimize a measure of dispersion by
grouping together semantically similar and spatially close points. Some ex-
amples of these algorithms are K-means algorithm and the ISODATA algo-
rithm.

Just as generalization operations, we can also find Generalization Models for
point data. Their main purpose is to assign importance to objects [12] so one
can segregate the less relevant ones. Some models give as result a sorted list of
points, while others generate unsorted lists (or groups of points).

Besides the models, when it comes to implementation we can also find dif-
ferent techniques. In [8] they work with ε -approximations where they propose
the ε value (based on the Radical Law [13]) and this represents the number
of elements wanted for the generalized map. In [14] they also use the Radical
Law to calculate the number of elements, then they compute the importance of
each point (considering multiple attributes) in the source map and with Voronoi
diagrams the pick the most relevant ones.

When it comes to Artificial Intelligence there is not much research regarding
generalization, one work is by [15]. They work with Self Organizing Maps (SOM)
to generalize lines, specifically they use SOM for streets clustering considering
multiple attributes such as topology and geometry. SOM have also been used in
other spatial research but no research has been made in point generalization, thus
we propose to approach the generalization problem using Genetic Algorithms.

3 Hypothesis or research objectives

A generalization is more efficient when it considers multiple attributes of data,
therefore we consider Genetic Algorithms a good approach to evaluate multiple
attributes and discern the most outstanding ones.

The main goal of this work is to design and implement a generalization
methodology that considers qualitative criteria for creating a spatial personalized
representation. As secondary goal we look forward to designing a generalization
methodology using Artificial Intelligence tools.
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4 Methodology

The current state of the methodology describes the general stages that will be
detailed as this thesis progress. Our priority for now is to define how to generalize
points using Genetic Algorithms (Fig. 1), and we focus on how to qualify the
map, i.e. define the Fitness Assessment module to evaluate each generated map.
The Fitness Assessment block shall consider all the attributes that together will
determine the relevance of the POI and simultaneously identify a solution to the
generalization.
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Fig. 1. Detail of the methodology.

Fig. 1 shows that the algorithm will produce a generation of n maps (indi-
viduals). Then the generation fitness will be tested, if a solution is found the
algorithm will stop, otherwise the k less fitted individuals will be eliminated and
replaced again in the Generalization Operations module.

5 State of research

We are delimiting the problem and establishing how achievable it is to face the
problem of point generalization using Genetic Algorithms. We are also research-
ing on how to evaluate a generalized map and have found two possibilities: an
evaluation done once the generalization has ended; and an evaluation during the
generalization (a sort of feedback). Conserning the first evaluation (generaliza-
tion evaluation), and because it is a way to establish the quality of generalization
for points [8], we are focusing on an evaluation based on similarity compared
against the original data. In regards to the feedback evaluation we are planning
what attributes should be simultaneously considered [14] to rate the generaliza-
tion progress and we are also planning which restrictions must be considered to
achieve a “good design” on the generalized map (how to state “good design”).
We plan to use this evaluation within the Genetic Algorithm.
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6 Preliminary results

Our work is still on a design phase, we have not started testing our hypothesis.
So far we have no results.
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